REBUS REMIX - WEB SPECIAL by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, icon tiles which represent words, or special tiles which
alter the icon tiles. The icon tiles have drawings, and they represent words of approximately
three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the
word they represent. Once you know what an icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters
long and at least two tiles long. For example, the tiles at the right answer
the clue "Game show host Monty". This answer is four letters long and two
tiles long, and the name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Red arrows point to the aspect of the
picture on an icon tile that you should pay attention to.
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Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.

If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icon tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, there are three point levels. For the one-point puzzles, use only
the tiles that are available in the main part of the box at the right of the clues. For the twopoint puzzles, an isolated letter appears after the clue; you must use that letter as an
additional letter tile in answering the clue, but that letter is only available for that clue. For the
three-point puzzles, one of the extra icon tiles in the shaded area of the tile box is added; you
must use that tile in answering that clue, and again you'll only have each icon for one clue.
These tiles appear in the correct order in the shaded box.
This .pdf contains a never-before-seen game of Rebus Remix, using some rather dodgy tiles
that I wish I could get away with. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2011, Darren Rigby

GAME ½

Rebus Race 2.0
PAPAYAWHIP tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
It can be furrowed
Wizard of Oz
actress Judy
Pointer
Theft or seizure of
real estate

2 points
Opposite of a tail-wag [L]
Mole hole [U]
Donʼt use it if you donʼt
like to pry [C]
Area shaped by wind
erosion [D]

GAME ½

3 points
Songbird [ 1 ]
Steppe [2]
Looking around [3]
Become choked with
weeds, maybe [4]

3 7 4
8 2 5
1 9 6

Rebus Race 2.0
PLUM tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Spread for crackers
Suspicious enough
to hesitate
Emotional
understanding
Hostile frame of mind

2 points
Pumpkin field [C]
Angry bees may do
it [S]
Tip off to trouble [N]
One living abroad [X]
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3 points
Meadow muffin [ 1 ]
Screwʼs boss [2]
It detonates on
impact [3]
Medal ceremony
feature, often [4]

sale
$$$$$

Rebus Race 2.0
POWDERBLUE tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Goodyear flies it
Quarter of a rotor,
perhaps
To pressure someone
to act
Head

2 points
What Van Sant did
to Psycho [M]
Beg [O]
Dodge [V]
Part of a habit [W]
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3 points
Opposite of “resectˮ [ 1 ]
Bard, often [2]
Like 24/7 [3]
A captain may have
trouble crossing it [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
PERU tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Backbone
Salad utensil
Leave out in the cold
Gilbert & Sullivan
ship

2 points
Speak oneʼs mind [O]
Excursion into new
territory [Y]
Scrounge [G]
What to raise to sign
“Iˮ [I]

3 points
Some parents pull it
up during a party [ 1 ]
Buddhaʼs Delight
ingredient [var.] [2]
Structure [3]
Which was mentioned earlier [4]

FIRST

GAME ½

Rebus Remix
LAND tile set

1 point
Machineʼs coin receptacle
Yell
Be brilliant
Wired phoneʼs need
3 points
It pierces food
Make more efficient
Secret
It may be delayed for a hemophiliac

GAME ½

Rebus Remix
PAT tile set

1 point
Doctorʼs client
Emotionally gooey
Musical based on “La Bohèmeˮ
You mail it in for a contest
3 points
Oy, what a busybody
Worth noting
Quarrel
Clear
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2 points
A guard
Person who becomes a journeyman
Kind of reasoning useful for jigsaws
A golf swing problem
4 points
A mark
Insides
Shock [var.]
Hillary Clintonʼs predecessor

Rebus Remix
IMP tile set

1 point
Hugh Laurieʼs doctor
An usher shows you there
Not virginal
Ten times ten times ten
3 points
Take the place of
Commanding
Corporation thatʼs a US-backed think tank
Give credit, with “toˮ
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2 points
A trig function
A deadly sin
Yours
Coffee enhancer, for some
4 points
Detectable change in wildlife over distance
Knock down with oneʼs arm
Net style
Slave

2 points
What may tend to, or measure, a horse
Flighty
One way to seal in juices
Generate, as suspicion
4 points
Itʼs separate from a dowry
Irreverent
Not as remote
Drag out of bed, maybe

Rebus Remix
FOR tile set

1 point
Knox or Lauderdale
You set it before dinner
Some think he wrote Shakespeareʼs plays
The big high school dance
3 points
Shoot
A town hall meeting, for example
Hallowed [var.]
Equal of “detectiveˮ overseas

2 points
Decorative trinket
Fit in
Difficulty
Lose your footing
4 points
Like an astrological sign that spans seasons
It represents Saturn in coats of arms
Its shoulders may collapse
Release?

used
cars

SOLUTIONS
PAPAYAWHIP
1 PT
B[row]
GAR[land]
AR[row]
[land]GRAB

2 PT
G[row]L
BUR[row]
C[row]BAR
BAD[land]

LAND
3 PT
[spa]R[row]
GR[ass][land]
B[row][sing]
[over]G[row]

PLUM
1 PT
[pat]E
[war]Y
EM[pat]HY
[war][pat]H

1 PT
S[lot]
SC[ream]
SH[ine]
[land]L[ine]

3 PT
T[ine]
ST[ream]L[ine]
C[land]EST[ine]
C[lot]

4 PT
CL[ine]
C[lot]HESL[ine]
SE[ine]
HE[lot]

2 PT
S[ent]RY
[app]R[ent][ice]
S[pat]IAL
SL[ice]

3 PT
Y[ent]A
SALI[ent]
S[pat]
[app]AR[ent]

4 PT
[pat]SY
[ent]RAILS
[app]AL
R[ice]

2 PT
H[and]
[imp]ETU[ous]
[sea]R
R[ous]E

3 PT
[ous]T
[imp]ERI[ous]
R[and]
[imp]UTE

4 PT
TR[ous][sea]U
[imp]I[ous]
H[and]IER
R[ous]T

2 PT
BAU[ble]
[con][for]M
[pro][ble]M
STUM[ble]

3 PT
S[pro]UT
[for]UM
[ble]ST
[con]STA[ble]

4 PT
MUTA[ble]
SA[ble]
[for]M
SU[ble]T

PAT
2 PT
[pat]CH
S[war]M
[war]N
EX[pat]

3 PT
[cow][pat]
[war][den]
[war]HE[ad]
[ant]HEM

1 PT
[pat]I[ent]
S[app]Y
R[ent]
[ent]RY

POWDERBLUE

IMP

1 PT
BL[imp]
BL[ade]
[imp]EL
LE[ade]R

1 PT
H[ous]E
[sea]T
[imp]URE
TH[ous][and]

2 PT
REM[ade]
[imp]LORE
EV[ade]
W[imp]LE

3 PT
[imp]L[ant]
[ball][ade]ER
[imp][rope]R
B[lock][ade]

PERU
1 PT
S[pin]E
[for]K
[for]SAKE
[pin]A[for]E

2 PT
S[ine]
S[lot]H
TH[ine]
C[ream]

FOR
2 PT
O[pin]E
[for]AY
[for]AGE
[pin]KIE

3 PT
[pin][at]A
S[hit]AKE
[for][mat]
A[for]ES[aid]

1 PT
[for]T
TA[ble]
BA[con]
[pro]M

